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Abstract—Practical energy auditing in offices poses several 
challenges unlike homes e.g. physically large space, diverse energy 
appliances types, several appliance instances and occupancy non-
obstructiveness. However, improved energy-auditing measures 
using predictive analytics can benefit energy savings and reduce 
building operational costs. A review of some publicly available 
energy datasets such as AMPds, BLUED, ECO, REDD etc. is 
presented to help understand practical limitations in relying and 
applying them alike for office plug load audits. A possible approach 
to predict miscellaneous electrical plug loads (MELs) is proposed 
using Office Plug Load Dataset (OPLD) based on empirical 
characteristics and measurements of MELs devices. This work in 
progress study is one of the first attempts to characterize office 
desktop appliances across multiple states through a very large 
experimental dataset. The dataset might be effective in identifying 
individual appliances & its states in aggregate signature. This can 
find promising application in improving our understanding on 
office MELs and thus disaggregating them from single-point 
measurement.    

Keywords—offfices, MELs, characterization, OPLD, energy 
audits.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Year after year starting from 2011 public energy datasets 
have been made public in order to progress research by 
applying information science to solve energy related issues 
intelligently in the context of buildings, especially homes. 
Examples of such datasets are REDD (2011) [1], BLUED 
(2012) [2], AMPds (2013) [3] and ECO (2014) [4] besides few 
others. The idea that this paper proposes also stems from 
similar problem but from a different context (i.e. offices), thus 
the name office plug load dataset (OPLD).   

Miscellaneous Electrical Loads (MELs) refers to all electrical 
loads except the conventional heating, cooling and lighting 
load in a building. It account for more than 20% of primary 
energy used in commercial buildings, and this load component 
is projected to increase to nearly 40% in the next 20 years [5]. 
It was also found that commercial MELs consume more energy 
than any traditional building load [6]. The evidence of such a 
trend was also observed in a tropical city e.g. Singapore, with 
combined office and miscellaneous plug loads accounting for 
about 25% of the overall building load. It is also apparent that 
both enterprise and commercial building stock across the globe 
are on the rise. A recent report from Building Construction 
Authority of Singapore indicate that the tropical city is no 
different in this context with office building stock ranks high 

(~52%) in gross foot area among all building category. 
Motivated by these opportunities several studies have been 
conducted by our team within university’s enterprise-like 
buildings. One such study identified several best practices in 
the use of office Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT) appliances rationally [7]. While another six-month study 
in a shared open-plan office setting found occupants and their 
interaction with personal desktop PCs play significant role in 
curtailing energy wastes [8]. For results of such studies to be 
more meaningful similar study has to be carried out across 
many such offices. Therefore, the notion of scalability of office 
plug load audits is the core idea of this paper.  

The challenge with non-intrusive plug load audit in offices and 
similar workplace environments has to be treated differently, 
using different kind of dataset unlike aforementioned ones. 
This paper proposes and presents one such dataset called Office 
Plug Load Dataset (OPLD). Unlike homes, offices poses 
surprisingly different set of challenges such as – physically 
large space, diverse appliance types, several identical instances, 
overlapping operational timing and occupancy non-
intrusiveness while conducting audits. The incentives for 
developing OPLD are manifold [7]. It offers scope to develop 
detailed device-type and instance-type characteristics, identify 
individual appliance type & their operating state from single-
point measurement [10]. This will help to develop appropriate 
energy curtailment measures to the level of individual 
appliance states, automate energy savings measures, and 
improve occupancy engagement through eco-feedback [9]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2, reviews four 
commonly used public non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) 
datasets and discusses their applicability to office MELs audits. 
Section 3, introduces OPLD – discuss factors that influenced 
the experimental design for data collection, actual experimental 
design and data-preprocessing. It also presents robust approach 
to calibrating the hardware to maintain data integrity. Section 
4, discusses results of individual device characteristics obtained 
from both aggregate signature and ground truth data for several 
appliance-type and instance from OPLD. Section 5 presents the 
direction of this research in improving office plug load audit 
technique.  

II. REVIEW OF PUBLIC ENERGY DATASETS 

Non-intrusive load monitoring is a term used to address 
methods and techniques to decipher individual appliance 
energy consumption and its state from a single, aggregate 
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measurement point in a circuit. This section covers the 
overview of common public energy datasets used in NILM 
community. 

A. REDD 

The dataset consists of three levels of data – whole-
home/aggregate, circuit and device level/ground truth 
measured from 10 homes. Each of them is measured at 
different sampling rates such as 15 kHz, 3 Hz and 1 Hz 
respectively. The raw data prepared consists of both high-
frequency (order of kHz) and low-frequency (order of few Hz) 
voltage and current samples from which active and reactive 
power metrics are computed per second. A sample description 
on range of appliances measured in a house includes kitchen 
appliances, washers, lighting, refrigeration, electronics etc. 
While the approach to REDD data collection covers all 
possible levels of data for applying either supervised or un-
supervised NILM techniques, the dataset has no clear 
description of electronic appliances measured neither in terms 
of appliance-level nor their states. Besides, when combined 
with multiple classes of appliances as in this case, the energy 
signature of office MELs will be masked by other high-power 
appliances in the home. Therefore, relying on such datasets 
particularly for the case of office plug load NILM research will 
be both challenging & misleading.   

B. BLUED 

Unlike REDD which is non-event based this fully labeled 
dataset can be particularly useful in application of event-based 
methods to energy disaggregation in homes. Similar to REDD, 
the data collection method in BLUED also follows multiple 
levels. At the top, entire house energy is collected at 12 kHz, 
while the ground-truth level data is collected by combining 
individual appliance meters and ambient environmental sensors 
such as light, sound, motion, vibration, humidity and pressure. 
However, the data from intermediate level using circuit-panel 
meters are collected in both datasets. The fundamental 
difference between the two lies in the fact that data for each 
appliance and their binary state-transitions are labeled. The list 
of appliance events (either On and Off) were created by data 
fusion from ground truth sensors, visual inspection of energy 
signature and hand-labeling transitions in appliance activity 
whenever power levels changed by 30Watts and last for 5 
seconds. From the summary of appliances and its average 
power consumption along with their event count certain key 
observations can be drawn.  

Firstly, there are quite a number of office plug load appliances 
whose appliance classes and steady-state characteristics are 
defined clearly.  

Secondly, average power consumption of the appliances is 
computed based on a 5 second ‘On’ event window. While this 
approach might appeal acceptable for binary appliance states 
but doesn’t scale well especially when characterizing different 
appliance types across multiple states. This is because 
observations in OPLD indicate that certain ICT appliance 
states/events might actually last for more than 5 seconds and 
their variations over the time window are also considerably 
higher. This suggests that using a fixed time-window based 

average power as metric to characterize different office ICT 
appliances is ambiguous.  

Finally, characterizing appliance deeply to the level of multiple 
states (e.g. computer monitor in different brightness levels, 
computer is sleep or hibernate and a multi-function printer in 
scan or print or copy) seems not quite possible with BLUED. 
Appliance characterization to such multiple-levels of operation 
can offer deeper insights to domain experts, facility managers 
and thus create informed choices about office appliance usage 
to building occupants.   

C. AMPds 

This dataset is one of such kind which combines data from 
three different energy resources such as water, natural gas and 
electricity. The notion of this integration is to aid disaggregate 
appliances that work on multiple fuel types. It consists of 
electricity readings from single house measuring 21 loads 
round the year at one sample per minute rate. A quick look at 
the range of appliances measured indicates no real presence of 
office equipment. However, a general sensible finding from 
this study suggest that current (in Amps) is a better metric in 
appliance recognition than real power (in Watts) based on 
variations in data points observed proved by disaggregation 
results. Therefore this dataset is also inapplicable for office 
NILM scenarios.        

D. ECO 

This dataset consists of electrical energy consumption of 
various home appliances along with occupancy information. 
Similar to other datasets it consists of data measured 
considerably for long duration (8 months) in 6 different houses. 
The real and apparent power for both aggregate and ground 
truth individual appliance data is sampled at 1Hz using smart 
meters and smart plugs respectively. Every house in the dataset 
contains about 7 to 8 appliances out of which either 1 or 2 are 
typically office electronic MELs.  

A simple previous application of Weiss’s algorithm on ECO 
which classifies individual appliances from aggregate signature 
using events (i.e. changes in real and apparent power) based on 
clustering technique indicate poor results in the case of laptops. 
This is because of the nature of measurement of loads in the 
ECO which poses the possibility of confusing switching events 
of laptops with variations in other appliances. 

The following summarizes some learning from all the above 
public MELs datasets.  

 The inter-event time in BLUED suggested that for 
higher (individual) appliance event detection rates 
from aggregate signature, datasets must be prepared at 
less than 1-minute resolution. 

 The frequent overlaps in appliance events observed in 
both BLUED & ECO datasets degrades the individual 
appliance event detection rates. This in conjunction 
with higher event count observed in the case of office 
electronic loads makes disaggregation in offices 
challenging.    



 The choice of current (Irms) as metric in appliance 
recognition is suggested through AMPds.  

A common observation from all the above is that there is  
insignificant range of office MELs, lack of aggregate office 
plug load circuit measurements and their distinct power 
characteristics to enable disaggregation of plug loads in offices 
which is the focus of OPLD.           

III. OPLD 

Office Plug Load Dataset abbreviated as OPLD as the name 
suggests is  

 A repository for energy signatures of several common 
office workstation plug loads. Currently, it 
encompasses four appliance types such as desktop & 
laptop PC, monitor and imaging devices.  

 Characterized by low-frequency measurements of 
both individual appliance and aggregate circuit using 
metrics such as real power (P), apparent power (S) and 
current (I).  

 A laboratory based experimental measurements and 
approximates real usage pattern of appliances in 
offices. 

 First of this kind to aid office appliance 
characterization to several power states thus enabling 
deeper non-intrusive disaggregation.  

 Statistically robust dataset unlike others with repeated 
measurements to aid better characterizing appliances 
and build models.          

The experimental design for building OPLD is performed 
considering potential gaps and lessons learnt from previously 
available datasets for office plug load audits.  

 Data resolution: The data collection both individual 
appliance and aggregate in OPLD is carried at 1Hz. 
Such low frequencies are characteristic of 
commercially available smart meters at floor/building 
level. 

 Power metrics: OPLD offers real/active power (in 
Watts), apparent power (in Volt-Ampere) and current 
(in Amps) measured simultaneously both at individual 
appliance level and aggregate circuit level aiding both 
unsupervised and supervised NILM.  

 Overlaps in aggregate signature due to multiple 
appliance events are handled in OPLD by two means. 
First, no two or more similar appliances are present in 
single (aggregate) circuit to aid characterizing, 
recognizing and disaggregating individual loads in 
aggregate signatures truthfully. Second, data 
collection is performed by controlled experimental 
setup which ensures no two or more dissimilar1 
appliance events occur concurrently (details of which 
is elaborated in next section). It is arguable that such 
an approach is not scalable to entire office plug load 
audit. But our experiences suggest that the proposed 

                                                            
1 Dissimilarity in MELs context is treated based on functional usage. For example, a 
MFD which does print, scan, copy job is very different in usage to a PC.  

approach is promising in scaling the current state-of-
art practices for office plug load audits atleast to next 
level. This would be better understood through 
illustration from section III-A.   

A. Office NILM 

The idea of OPLD can be better understood through an 
illustration of non-intrusive load monitoring in offices. A 
typical enterprise office workplace often has several 
workstations whose electrical network is designed with a 
separate plug load circuit. Such electrical sub-circuit typical 
branches from breaker panel either at floor-level or individual 
office rooms as shown by red line in Fig. 1.  In such a context, 
auditing individual appliance on every workstation non-
intrusively becomes expensive and time-consuming. One of the 
most common problems for applying NILM to offices is the 
presence of several identical appliance types in one (plug-load) 
circuit indicated by pink line in Fig. 1. To alleviate the 
complexity in such context, the proposed heuristic approach 
approximates every office workstation into a (dis)aggregating 
point (labeled A in Fig. 1) with three or four common office 
appliances. Thus the problem reduces the number of metering 
points, say for example 75 to 25 sockets.  

The illustrated experimental design for data collection of 
OPLD thus becomes meaningful and approximates reality. It is 
carefully designed considering several commonly used office 
appliance types and scenarios, making individual appliance 
recognition/disaggregation from aggregate signature in offices 
possible.                   

Currently OPLD is designed to address common office plug 
load use case configurations with four appliance types - 
desktop PC, laptop, multi-functional printing device (MFD), 
and monitor. These appliances permit five different 
combinations of their aggregate usages in a typical office 
workstation.   

1) 2 appliances in a circuit 

a) desktop PC + monitor 

b) laptop + auxiliary monitor 

c) laptop + MFD 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of proposed approach to office plug load NILM 



2) 3 appliances in a circuit 

a) desktop PC + monitor + MFD 

b) laptop PC + auxiliary monitor + MFD 

Table I shows operating modes/states for various office MELs 
within OPLD. For instance, when a desktop PC, monitor and 
MFD are operating in tandem in a circuit as shown in fig. 2, 
there are 19 distinct use-case scenarios possible which can be 
referred to as cases. The table II shows the list of such cases in 
a circuit with three such appliances. The discussion about its 
characteristics in presented in section IV. Although there are 
100 levels of brightness possible in a monitor, only 3 discrete 
levels are considered. Similarly a desktop or laptop can have 
multiple operating modes depending on the CPU workload, 
memory, IO disk access, network load etc. however in the 
context of offices it could be subjected to one of the three most 
common modes. To simulate the workload of (both desktop &  
& laptop) PCs in offices some common office applications are 
made to run in On/Idle mode (e.g. Microsoft Office Word, 
Excel, web-browsing, Adobe PDF reader and a calculator). 
However, in case of an MFD there are five distinct operating 
modes which is often used in offices. Our previous study [7, 8] 
has indicated potential savings in identifying them and 
switching between them either when not in use or during times 
to alternatively suggest users with other alternative eco-
feedback actions.  

All the measurements in OPLD both aggregate circuit and 
individual appliances are made at 1Hz. All possible cases are 
measured for duration of approximately 10 minutes each. This 
means for any given case (for example, desktop in Idle + 
monitor in 100% brightness + MFD in copy) approximately 
1500 to 1800 legitimate steady-state data points are possible to 
quantify appliance states in aggregate signature.  

Measurements to this level of detail becomes especially useful 
in characterizing individual appliances, their steady & non-
steady state operation and disaggregating them without having 
to rely on existing sparse datasets for office NILM. It is 
important to note that OPLD is built using measurements  

 

 

Fig. 2. Illustrative use case of OPLD in office NILM 

TABLE I.  DEVICE TYPE & THEIR POWER STATES CONSIDERED IN OPLD 

Appliance type Operating states

Desktop (or) laptop PC On/Idle 
Sleep 
Off  

Monitor 100% brightness 
50% brightness 

Off 
 

MFD 

Idle 
Copy 
Scan  
Print 
Off 

 
-from three to five distinct models for each device type 
considered.  This ensures a robust data set. Besides all 
possible permutations of device combinations are also 
considered in this measurement. Each participating device in 
every experiment is subjected to all valid appliances states 
manually. This accounts for over 3 million data points for 
aggregate and ground-truth appliance signature within the data 
set. Such an exhaustive dataset facilitates the notion of deep 
disaggregation which allows appliances to be treated as multi-
state devices (e.g. 50% brightness, PC-sleep, MFD-scan) 
during NILM. This is in contrast to several existing public 
datasets that limit appliance states to binary on/off. 

B. Data sanctity measures 

Good data is key to characterizing MELs, especially the 
low-powered office appliances. The calibration as a data 
sanctity measure was considered apriori to OPLD data 
collection due to two reasons. The ACme smart plugs being 
used were “research grade” devices and not commercial grade 
and therefore not factory calibrated unlike several other 
metering devices used in building other datasets. The data 
output from smart plug is dimensionless and requires means to 
convert to meaningful quantities such as Watts, Volt-amperes, 
amperes etc. prior to actual data collection. A simple yet 
rigorous calibration procedure was thus carried out. In order to 
avoid any possible overlaps in appliance energy signatures at 
low power range due to measurement & instrumental errors. It 
was observed that calibration yielded a perfect straight line fit 
(R2~0.99) and every smart plug mote had its own regression 
coefficients for real power (W), apparent power (VA) and 
current (A). 

TABLE II.  POSSIBLE APPLIANCE STATE COMBINATION WITH 3 
APPLIANCES IN A CIRCUIT (WHERE D - DESKTOP PC, M – MONITOR,                             

P – MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DEVICE)  

D-Idle, M-100, P-Idle 
D-Idle, M-100, P-Copy 
D-Idle, M-100, P-Scan 
D-Idle, M-100, P-Print 
D-Idle, M-50, P-Idle 

D-Idle, M-50, P-Copy 
D-Idle, M-50, P-Scan 
D-Idle, M-50, P-Print 
D-Idle, M-Off, P-Idle 

D-Idle, M-Off, P-Copy 
D-Sleep, M-Off, P-Idle 

D-Sleep, M-Off, P-Copy 
D-Idle, M-100, P-Off 
D-Idle, M-50, P-Off 

D-Sleep, M-Off, P-Off 
D-Idle, M-Off, P-Off 
D-Off, M-Off, P-Idle 

D-Off, M-Off, P-Copy 
D-Off, M-Off, P-Off 



C. Data preparation and pre-processing 

The raw energy signatures from both aggregate circuit and 
individual appliances at the end of every measurement cycle 
are exported from an application developed for this purpose 
and stored into local memory in the form of CSV files. This 
raw data has to be cleaned first, to account for duplicate & 
missing packets. Other pre-processing steps involve filtering 
the windows of time corresponding to different cases and 
combining the likely events (e.g. all monitor 100%, MFD Idle 
etc.) and extract meaningful steady-state statistics from the 
dataset. More details of analysis and findings from OPLD are 
discussed in section IV. However, preparing datasets like 
OPLD requires manually labeling the events and filtering time-
slices systematically which is time-consuming and challenging. 
This process is semi-automated in this case using python 
scripts developed for this purpose. Since there is no real 
novelty employed in preprocessing and preparation steps, no 
further details are included in the scope of this paper.        

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

While the data collection of OPLD that we are generating is 
an ongoing process, some rather interesting preliminary 
observations have been made from aggregate and individual 
appliance data. For the purposes of this discussion on some 
steady-state characteristics of appliances, a case of 3 appliance 
combination in a circuit (e.g. desktop, monitor and MFD) from 
OPLD is considered. 

Both table III & IV summarize characteristics of 3 different 
instances of desktop PC (D), monitor (M) and MFD (P) from 
OPLD with suffices, column labeled #data points indicate the 
no. of distinct measurements used from OPLD in drawing 
statistical inferences of respective appliance steady states and 
finally notation Pavg, PSD, Savg, SSD, Iavg, ISD are used to 
represent statistical mean and standard deviation of active, 
apparent power and rms-current respectively based on the 
number of data points.      

Table III presents the empirical characteristics of 3 different 
MFD instances in two steady-states from its ground-truth data. 
The following observations can be drawn. 

 Steady state power consumption of three different 
MFD types (P1, P2 & P3) show difference in their 
active power, apparent power & current.  

 Within the printer instance type both the Idle & Off 
state power consumption metrics remain consistent 
(i.e. row 1 to 6 & row 7 to 12) no matter whatever be 
the aggregate devices in the circuit, indicated by low 
standard deviation.  

 While printer 1 draws substantial power approx. 8W 
in Off state, other two printer instances do not exhibit 
the same trend.   

This indicates that there is variability within device class and 
they can’t be treated alike. Table III presents only two steady-
states of MFD leaving other states such as copy, print and 
scan which show non-steady characteristics. Hence these 
appliance states are to be treated differently.   
 

TABLE III.  STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 PRINTER INSTANCES 
FROM GROUND-TRUTH DATA  

 

Similarly following observations can be drawn from table IV 
for monitors. 

 Similar to MFD (presented in table III) steady state 
power consumption of different monitor types (M1, 
M2 & M3) also show difference in their active 
power, apparent power & current 

 While monitor 2 & 3 exhibit approximate 50% 
reduction in power consumption moving between 
100% to 50% or 50% to 0% as expected, but monitor 
1 doesn't reflect similar behavior. This was found to 
be rather interesting.  

 Within the device instance type all monitors’ power 
metrics remain quite consistent indicated by low 
standard deviation.  

Table V presents the summary of energy metric (e.g. active 
power alone) of how the individual appliances in the circuit 
influence the mean power in the aggregate signature through 
an example case of D1+M1+P1 across all legitimate cases. 
The following observations can be drawn from table V. 
 It can be seen that both apparent power and current 

doesn't add up to form aggregate in contrast to 
observation made in AMPds. Hence it has been dropped 
for further analysis.   

TABLE IV.  STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 MONITOR INSTANCES 
FROM GROUND-TRUTH DATA 

 



TABLE V.  AN EXAMPLE OF STEADY-STATE STATISTICS OF BOTH 
AGGREGATE AND INDIVIDUAL APPLIANCES USING D1+M1+P1 

 
 In most cases it can be seen that large variation in mean 

aggregate power is attributed to the corresponding large 
variability in desktop power consumption alone.  

 Aggregate power measured in the circuit is always offset 
from aggregate of individual appliance load. This is 
because of the inherent load offered by the strip. 

 As hinted before significant variations in mean power 
consumption of MFD can be observed in cases 
2,4,6,8,10,12 & 18 which are characteristics of MFD in 
one of the non-steady states i.e. copy or print. This 
confirms that such appliance state combinations when 
modeled using these statistics could be inappropriate.   

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

Our intent of this paper was to introduce the concept of an 
OPLD and what may constitute such a dataset. We have 
examined the possibility using existing public MELs datasets 
for office NILM, but found that the datasets have some lacunae 
especially when applied to office appliance. Hence the 
motivation for the development of an OPLD. The results 
presented in this paper give an indication to develop deeper 
understanding into office plug load appliances through simple 
characterization and aids clarifying few general misconceptions 
about them. It also opens-up a gamut of opportunities of 
applying such a dataset for detailed office MELs auditing. 

The immediate next step is to understand the characteristics of 
other non-steady states and deal them differently in aggregate 
signature. A possible direction is to consider aggregate 
appliance signature as time-series subsequence, mine motifs in 
the periodic samples of data from OPLD and match the motifs 
with ground-truth for appliance state identification through 
pattern recognition truthfully. Till data very few studies have 
applied several variants of time-series subsequence based 
approach to mining aggregate signature for appliance state 

recognition which have found remarkable success in signature 
recognition in other time-series data mining problems.  

To our best knowledge OPLD is the only dataset till date that 
has been developed with a specific aim to study office 
appliances for plug load disaggregation. Currently, our OPLD 
dataset is not publicly available (unlike REDD, AMPds) but 
our intent is to publish this dataset after we complete further 
analysis. When this is done it can spur greater interest among 
the NILM community to apply existing disaggregation 
algorithms and techniques which was previously found 
effective only on residential datasets. Thus it can steer future 
algorithm development to reflect on contrasting application 
scenarios based on availability of data.            
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